
Extraordinary Business Meeting 

Thurso Baptist Church 

28 Jan 2018 at 12:45pm 

 

Purpose & Context:  

The deacons needed a decision on how to continue in the light of the recent decision by the 

Council Planning Department (26th Jan 2018) to decline Planning Permission for change of use 

of Traill House.  
 

Present (30 total):  Stuart MacDonald; Guy & Jennifer;  Alice, Stuart & Hazel; William; 

Kitty & Ricky; Louise, John & Arlene; Margorie; Jessie; Anne MacD; 

Trudy; Betty; Lindsay, Tommy & Isabel; Pradeep & Pranjali; Jan & Phil; 

Stuart A; Susan C; Carol; Marina; Pam; Joanna R.  
 

Apologies:   Morag, Dougald, Marion, Stuart & Nessie, Alison, Libby. 
 

Absent from area:  Brianna, Cara, Lauren, Katy  
 

A summary of the current situation regarding purchase of Traill House was presented by 

Stuart MacD: 
 

We submitted the highest offer which was accepted with the vendor's requirement for a 

£15,000 non-returnable deposit due to our condition of needing to pursue “change of use” 

planning permission. Due to a drawn-out process we have not yet paid the requested deposit to 

the vendors and could thus decide to “cut our losses” and legally walk away now, having lost 

“only” the approx. £6,000 to the lawyer plus £2,000 to the architect. 
 

Alternatively, we can appeal the Planning Dept's decision but to do so we would be best to 

request an extension of our agreed time frame (end of Feb) to the end of March. To request this 

of the vendors could lead to either a blank refusal and pulling out on their part, or they might 

agree but would certainly call for the £15,000 deposit to be paid.  
 

The “vibes” from the local planning officer were that the decision was a hard one and in the 

end fell against us due to a policy that the buildings on the Business Park should remain for 

business use. An appeal, which involved local and Highland-wide councillors, might overturn a 

decision made purely on policy alone when local factors are taken into consideration. 
 

Matthew Reiss, Local Councillor and active attender of our fellowship was asked to 

explain the appeal process. 

  

There are two routes: 
  

Planning Application Committee: The decision is referred to the local councillors who decide 

by majority whether there is merit in referring it to the next Committee Meeting on the 8th 

March where the case will be discussed. Matthew would not be a part of this process as he 

would declare a vested interest. 
 

Planning Review Body: We apply to be listed at the next sitting of this meeting where 

Highland-wide councillors will discuss our case. The next sitting is 7th Feb but more 

realistically we won't make the list until the 20th March meeting. 
 

At one such meeting 6 out of 7 Planning Dept. decisions were overruled, and the councillors' 

word is final. However, it may not always happen like this. 
 



A discussion was had where questions were put to the Matthew and then the deacons (Matthew 

left the meeting as a non-member).  

 

Many things were discussed including: 

➢ The precedent set by the presence of a Mormon Church on the same Business Park, 

permission for which appears to have been granted without fuss.  
 

➢ The lack of suitable town centre premises. 
 

➢ The fact that perhaps we had already decided at last meeting to “risk” (lay down in faith) 

the £15,000 so what's changed? It is only by quirk of circumstances that the deposit 

remains unpaid. 
 

➢ It was asked whether were morally bound to pay the £15,000 (if not technically/legally) 

as we had entered a verbal agreement. There were opposing yet legitimate angles on this 

question. 
 

➢ Discussion about stepping out in faith vs knowing when to cut our losses. 
 

When it was felt that we had fully discussed all relevant information a motion was displayed 

for a vote. The deacons were not promoting this as a proposal, merely asking it as a question: 
 

"In light of the Planning Department's refusal of our application for change of use 

of Traill House we should move to ask the vendors for an extended deadline (end of 

March) in order to pursue an appeal process against the council's decision. It is 

acknowledged that if the vendors accept, we will have to pay their requested 

£15,000 deposit which as yet remains unpaid."  YES or NO 
 

It was reiterated that the deposit was non-returnable.  
 

In the absence of a precedent for this kind of decision we opted for a two-thirds majority 

to pass the motion based on common practise elsewhere, according to Stuart McD. 
 

The pastor prayed prior to the vote. 
 

Results: 

30 present:  1 Abstention thus 29 to create percentage. 

28   Yes     1   No. 
 

96.5% majority vote to proceed in requesting an extended time-frame and appealing the 

council's decision. 
 

Meeting closed by the pastor in prayer. 

  

 


